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Dynamic vortex arrays created by starfish larvae
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The first animals evolved at low Reynolds numbers, and so understanding how they adapted to
their viscous surroundings may shed light on the general mechanisms by which environmental forces
shape evolutionary processes.
We spawned the larvae of Patiria miniata, a common starfish typically used as a model organism
for developmental biology, and we observed that the larvae produce vortices around their bodies that
form elegant arrays of eddies when the larva is immobilized on a microscope slide (Fig. 1). Unlike
adult starfish, larval starfish are free swimming for most of their first two months of development.
In our recent work [1], we found that these vortex structures work in tandem with swimming to

FIG. 1. (a) A 3-s time-lapse image of the currents around the larva of the California bat star, Patiria miniata.
Flows are visualized by adding 6-μm beads to the water and computationally creating the maximum-intensity
projection of a movie of the beads circumscribing the flow field [1]. (b) The role of the flow field in feeding
is visualized by adding 0.75-μm beads (thinner streaks) as well as ∼5.5 μm algae on which the larva feeds
(thicker, helical trajectories). Scale bar: 500 μm. The video associated with these images is available at
https://doi.org/10.1103/APS.DFD.2016.GFM.V0055
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FIG. 2. (a) A feeding current produced by a starfish larva and (b) the streamlines produced by a best-fit
“squirmer” model of the flow field. A stokeslet has been subtracted from the computed squirmer model flow,
in order to mimic the effects of immobilization [1]. The video associated with these images is available at
https://doi.org/10.1103/APS.DFD.2016.GFM.V0055

enhance each larva’s ability to intercept and ingest algae, their primary food source. Immobilization
of the swimmer combined with computational reconstruction of the pathlines of tracer particles [2,3]
allows straightforward visualization of the elegant and dynamic array of vortices that forms around
the body.
Like many swimmers at low Reynolds numbers, starfish larvae use beating cilia as their
primary means of propulsion. However, unlike many canonical Stokesian swimmers like bacteria
or phytoplankton [4–6], each starfish larva has tens of thousands of such cilia, all controlled by
the larva’s central nervous system. For this reason, we can model the flow field as that produced
by a continuous, active “slip” boundary condition on the surface of the larva’s body—allowing
us to study mathematically the properties of the flow using the well-known “squirmer” model of
propulsion at low Reynolds number (Fig. 2) [7]. This mathematical model provides insight into the
precise adaptive benefit of creating such intricate fluidic structures by suggesting a potential tradeoff
between the larvae’s ability to swim for dispersal and its ability to efficiently capture food in the
nonuniform oceanic environment [8].
Intense competition for survival and perpetually changing environmental conditions have
conspired to produce an endless diversity of shapes and forms of life in the ocean. Fluid dynamics
holds the promise of unearthing general organizing principles underlying the many forms that life
takes underwater by connecting the physical fluid forces that act on living things with the fleeting
evolutionary forces that shape their adaptation.
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